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Overview

● Exospheres of transiting exoplanets
● Nature paper 2008
● ApJ paper 2010

● Some technical details
● Comparison with Wood method
● Attenuation computations

● Review of recent publications 
● Reanalysis
● New observations



  

Vidal-Madjar, 
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422, 2003







Improved flow model

=> 350 km/s stellar wind

Ekenbäck et al., ApJ 2010



  

Three problems for radiation pressure

● A large radiation pressure on the hydrogen atoms is needed to accelerate them to a 
velocity of 130 km/s before they are photoionized. The acceleration must occur 
before they move out from the region in front of the star, owing to the orbital motion of 
the planet.

● If hydrogen atoms were driven to speeds of up to 130 km/s, we would expect the 
velocity spectrum to have an exponential decay for higher velocities, because 
photoionization gives the hydrogen atoms a finite lifetime (four hours on average). 
This drop-off for high velocities is independent of the details of the model, for 
example the values of radiation pressure and photoionization lifetime used. This 
would lead to a decay in the absorption spectrum, inconsistent with the observed 
fairly uniform absorption over the whole velocity range -130 to -45 km/s. 

● An exosphere driven by radiation pressure cannot explain hydrogen atoms moving 
towards the star with speeds between 30 and 105 km/s. However, this feature is not 
completely certain, and more observations may be needed to clarify whether an 
absorption is present in the red part of the line (towards the star).



No charge exchange



  

Wood et al., ApJ, 2002

● Assume Ly-a
emission 
spectrum

● Know ISM
flow direction

● Use astrosphere
flow model



  

Transit Ly-a observations

● Direct observation of hot hydrogen

● Important features
● Red-blue asymmetry?

– Hydrogen flow toward-away from star
(or natural broadening)

● Time dependence
– => shape of the hydrogen cloud



  

Three processes

● Radiation pressure
● VM.  Blue

● Natural broadening
● BJ.  Red and blue, symmetric

● Energetic neutral atoms (ENAs)
● Blue.  Red possible



Time evolution of the Ly-α flux

Note: Time evolution is a way around the one pixel problem
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For each "pixel" the attenuation as function of velocity
(wavelength) is computed.  Then the attenuation is 
averaged over all pixels.  This average attenuation is 
then applied to the undisturbed star spectrum (the 
out of transit spectrum) to produce the model spectrum. 

R
p
: Planet radius

R
0
: Inner boundary radius

R
s
: Star radius

The attenuation in each pixel is computed from the 
velocity spectrum of all hydrogen atoms in the 
simulation model.  To account for 
natural broadening, the velocity spectrum is then 
convolved with a Lorentz function [1, 2]. 

To account for Doppler broadening by the atmosphere
we add to all pixels inside the inner boundary at R

0

a Maxwellian velocity spectrum corresponding to a
hydrogen gas with a specified column density, n, and
a temperature of 104 K. 

The attenuation = 1 for pixels covering the planet

[1] Principles of Physical Cosmology, P.J.E. Peebles, 
Princeton University Press, 1993. p. 573.
[2] Michael R. Santos, Probing reionization with Lyman-alpha
 emission lines, Mon.Not.Roy.Astron.Soc.349:1137,2004 

An explanation of how the attenuation is computed 
in the paper Energetic neutral atoms around HD 209458b:
Estimations of magnetospheric properties, Ekenbäck et al.



  

Natural broadening
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n = 0 cm-2 n = 1e17 cm-2 n = 1e27 cm-2

Different column densities in the atmosphere,
now including natural broadening

There is no visible effect
on the final spectrum
for n = 1e17 cm-2

At very large column densities 
the Lorentz wings becomes 
noticable
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At what column density is an effect seen?

At about 1e20 cm-2 we see an effect (slight reduction)



  

Natural broadening not important

● No transit effect on highest velocities puts an 
upper limit on the effect of natural broadening

● If broadening was 
important, the out 
regions would be 
affected

2010-05-30
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Linsky et al., 2010

● HD 209458b

● Using new COS on Hubble (HST)

● Observed velocity structure for C and Si
● advantage to Ly-a: low velocities can be observed

● 8% transit depth (1.5% optical)

● Observation of Ly-a (or O) not possible (geocorona)



  

Non-thermal velocity structure

Note:
Away
from 
Star



  

Lecavelier des Etangs et al., A&A, 2010

● Very hot Jupiter HD 189733b
● Non-resolved observation using HST/ACS
● Three transits
● 5% Ly-a transit depth (2.5% optical)



  

Variability

1 wk

1 yr



  



  

Model



Comment and Reply

● Radiation pressure can explain 
the spectrum

● Not in our model.  
Unresolved model 
difference

● ENA production requires 
significant escape

● No, ENA production will 
occur independently of a 
large or small thermal 
escape rate

 Nature, Vol 456, 13 November 2008
  



  

What do the observations tell us?

● Previous approaches have been to use 
complex parametric models to fit the 
observations

● Maybe a better approach is to see what can be 
learnt without (too many) a priori assumptions



  

Ben-Jaffel, ApJ, 2010

● Re-interpretation of HD 209458b
● Few parameter model
● Hot OI and CII

● O and C transits as strong as H, but they are [from 
models] several orders of magnitude less abundant

● For HI
● Hot population at a distance from the planet



  

Problem for radiation pressure (and natural broadening?)

This is the spectrum that should be fitted by models



  

Fossati et al., ApJL, 2010

● Using repaired 
COS on HST

● WASP-12b
● Metals 
● Early ingress?



  

Lai et al., 2010

● Interprets the 
WASP-12b 
observation

● Early ingress 
by stream to 
a disc?

● Or by compressed 
gas inside the 
magnetopause?



  

Summary

● No new Ly-a spectrum observations
● However, reanalysis and new unresolved 

observations contains information
● Time dependence?

● Other species than H at lower velocities 
complicates the picture
● Large abundances
● Early ingress
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Ly-a

● Limb brightening(?)
● Neutral stellar wind
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n = 0 cm-2 n = 1e17 cm-2 n = 1e27 cm-2

Different column densities in the atmosphere

The effects of the atmosphere is small, especially at high velocities, 
all the way up to very large assumed column densities. 



  

A puzzle
How can the flux be higher in transit?

VM, Nature, 2003, Fig. 3


